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example_incidmat

Sample dataset of a bipartite network.

Description

The sample dataset consists of a simulated data consisting of patients (n=798) and symptoms (d=8), where each patient has one or more symptoms referred to here as an incidence matrix.

Usage

example_incidmat

Format

A data frame with 798 rows and 8 binary variables:

Symptom_1
Symptom_2
Symptom_3
Symptom_4
Symptom_5
Symptom_6
Symptom_7
Symptom_8
**example_nodelist**  
*Example nodelist file of a bipartite network.*

**Description**  
A dataset consisting of anonymized patients (n=798) and symptoms (d=8), where each patient has one or more symptoms.

**Usage**  
example_nodelist

**Format**  
A data frame with 806 rows and 5 columns:

- **Label**: Node ID of patients and symptoms.
- **Cluster**: Cluster membership found by BipartiteModularityMaximization. Can be changed to any customized cluster membership.
- **X**: X coordinates found by Fruchterman & Reingold layout. Can be changed to any customized coordinates.
- **Y**: Y coordinates found by Fruchterman & Reingold layout. Can be changed to any customized coordinates.
- **Entity**: Indicating whether a node is a patient (assigned 1) or a symptom (assigned 2).

**explode_coordinates**  
*Explode the old coordinates using cluster membership*

**Description**  
Takes the nodelist of a network and return an updated nodelist with the exploded coordinates.

**Usage**  
explode_coordinates(nodelist, radius = 1)

**Arguments**

- **nodelist**: A nodelist is a dataframe including at least 4 columns: Label, X, Y, Cluster. Label is the node ID. They must be unique character strings. X and Y are the original coordinates. Cluster is the node clustering membership. They must be integers ranging from 1 to the number of clusters.
- **radius**: The radius of the used to explode the clusters, which defaults to 1.
**get_edgelist_from_incidmat**

Generate edgelist from incidence matrix of a bipartite network

---

**Description**

Generate edgelist from incidence matrix of a bipartite network

**Usage**

```r
generate_from_2(x, y, z)
```

**Arguments**

- `x`, `y`, `z`: Input vectors

**Value**

A list containing

- `x`: Vector of values
- `y`: Vector of corresponding values
- `z`: Vector of coordinates

**Examples**

```r
example <- generate_from_2(x = c(1, 2, 3), y = c(4, 5, 6), z = c(7, 8, 9))
```
get_explode_nodelist

Explode the old coordinates using cluster membership and generate nodelist for plotting

Description

Takes the nodelist of a network and return an updated nodelist with the exploded coordinates based on radius, node color based on cluster, and node shape based on entity.

Usage

get_explode_nodelist(nodelist, radius = 1)

Arguments

nodelist A nodelist is a dataframe including at least 5 columns: Label, X, Y, Cluster, Entity. Label is the node ID. They must be unique character strings. X and Y are the original coordinates. Cluster is the node clustering membership. They must be integers ranging from 1 to the number of clusters. Entity indicates which part of the bipartite network a node belongs to. (Can be either 1 or 2.)

radius The explode radius of the projecting circle. Default to 1.

Value

A new nodelist with exploded coordinates, which is a dataframe including 5 columns: Label, X, Y, Color, baseShape.

Examples

exploded_nodelist=get_explode_nodelist(example_nodelist,radius=1.2)

get_nodelist_for_plotting

Format a nodelist for plotting using the new coordinates found by ExplodeLayout

Description

Format a nodelist for plotting using the new coordinates found by ExplodeLayout

Usage

get_nodelist_for_plotting(nodelist, new_coordinates)
### Arguments

- **nodelist**: A dataframe including at least 3 columns: Label, Cluster, Entity. Entity is either 1 or 2, indicating which part of the bipartite network a node is in.
- **new_coordinates**: A dataframe including at least 3 columns: Label, newX, newY.

### Value

A dataframe including 5 columns: Label, X, Y, Color, baseShape.

### Examples

```r
exploded_coords = explode_coordinates(example_nodelist, radius=1.2)
plotting_nodelist = get_nodelist_for_plotting(example_nodelist, exploded_coords)

p = plot_binet_ggplot2(exploded_nodelist, example_incidmat)
print(p)
```

### Plot_binet_ggplot2

Plot bipartite network given node list (label, coordinates, shape, color) and incidence matrix.

#### Usage

```r
plot_binet_ggplot2(nodelist, incidence_matrix, plotlabel = "c")
```

#### Arguments

- **nodelist**: A dataframe of at least 5 columns: Label, X, Y, Color, baseShape.
- **incidence_matrix**: A matrix where row names and column names are the node ID of a bipartite network. An element of the i-th row and j-th column of the matrix is 0 if node on row i is not connected to node on column j, and edge weight if they are connected.
- **plotlabel**: A string indicating whether to add node label text. 'r' for rows, 'c' for columns, and 'rc' for both rows and columns of the incidence_matrix. All other strings will be ignored. Default to 'c'.

#### Value

A ggplot2 object p which can be shown using print(p).

#### Examples

```r
exploded_nodelist = get_explode_nodelist(example_nodelist, radius=1.2)
p = plot_binet_ggplot2(exploded_nodelist, example_incidmat)
print(p)
```
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